FOBMS  OF PROPOSALS.                               1
(£) Where there are local parties who are competent to execute portions of the work, but not the whole, and who are anxious to bid upon such portion, it may be wise to let the work in parts provided it is reasonably certain that competitive bids can be received on all the parts. Even in this case it is desirable also to receive bids upon the whole work, so that when the bids are opened it will appear which is the more economical method of letting. Even when it. is reasonably certain in advance that the contract will be let as a whole it is often wise to receive bids on the parts in order to satisfy local demands, and to avoid invidious criticism and public detraction. This is especially true in the case of public works, if the local bidders who wish to submit proposals on parts of the work, but who would be incompetent to bid upon the whole, are shut out by receiving bids only upon the entire project.
67. Contract Let for a Fixed Sum or per Specified Units. When the work to be performed under a contract is perfectly definite as to quantity, it is best to let the contract for a fixed sum. When either the quantity of work to be done or the quality or kind of material to be encountered, as in excavations, is more or less unknown and indeterminate, it is necessary to let such parts of the work at least, in terms of some suitable unit oC measurement. Thus in the case of excavation, the kind of material which will be encountered is always more or less uncertain, and the quantities to be moved are usually undetermined in advance. In various other lines of work, also, the exact quantities ai*e not measured or computed in advance of the construction, so that in all such cases it is necessary to let the work per unit of measure. It is often wise, however, to assume a certain definite amount of work of each kind to be performed, and let the contract for a fixed sum on the basis of this assumption, providing for variations from these amounts in the blank form of proposal by requiring the bidder to state not only a fixed sum for the assumed total, but

